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SEQUOIA

11

PLATANUS (PLANE TREES)

19

SEQUOIADENDRON

11

TOONA

19

TAXODIUM

11

BUXUS (BOX)

19

THUJA

11

CERCIDIPHYLLUM

20

THUJOPSIS

11

ROBINIA (FALSE ACACIA, LOCUST)

20

XANTHOCYPARIS

11

GENISTA (BROOMS)

20

ABIES (FIRS)

12

ACACIA (WATTLE)

20

CEDRUS (CEDARS)

13

CERCIS (JUDAS TREES)

20

LARIX (LARCHES)

13

GLEDITSIA (HONEY LOCUSTS)

20

PICEA (SPRUCES)

14

LABURNUM

21

CEPHALOTAXUS (PLUM YEW)

7

PINUS (PINES)

14

CLADRASTIS (YELLOW WOODS)

21

GINKGO

8

PSEUDOTSUGA

16

STYPHNOLOBIUM

21

ARAUCARIA (MONKEY PUZZLE )

8

TSUGA (HEMLOCK TREES)

16

PRUNUS

21

CEPHALOTAXUS (PLUM YEW)

9

TAXUS (YEWS)

16

CYDONIA (QUINCE)

23

CALOCEDRUS

9

TORREYA (NUTMEG TREES)

16

AMELANCHIER (SNOWY MESPILS)

23

CHAMAECYPARIS (‘FALSE’ CYPRESSES)

9

LAURUS

17

PYRUS (PEARS)

24

CRYPTOMERIA

9

UMBELLULARIA

17

MALUS (APPLES)

24

CUPRESSUS (‘TRUE’ CYPRESSES)

9

SASSAFRAS

17

SORBUS (MOUNTAIN ASHES, WHITEBEAMS) 24

CUNNINGHAMIA

10

LIRIODENDRON (TULIP TREES)

18

COTONEASTER

26

JUNIPERUS (JUNIPERS)

10

MAGNOLIA

18

MESPILUS

26

METASEQUOIA

10

LIQUIDAMBAR (SWEET GUM)

18

CRATAEGUS (HAWTHORNS)

26

PLATYCLADUS

10

PARROTIA (IRONWOOD)

19

× CRATAEMESPILUS

27
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ERIOBOTRYA

27

CARPINUS (HORNBEAM)

36

SYRINGA

49

PHOTINIA

27

OSTRYA (HOP HORNBEAM)

36

OLEA

49

HIPPOPHAE (SEA BUCKTHORNS)

28

EUONYMUS (SPINDLE TREES)

36

PHYLLYREA

50

ELAEAGNUS

28

EUCRYPHIA

37

VITEX

50

RHAMNUS (BUCKTHORNS)

28

POPULUS (POPLARS)

37

PAULOWNIA (FOXGLOVE TREE)

50

FRANGULA

28

SALIX (WILLOWS)

39

CATALPA (INDIAN BEAN TREES)

50

ULMUS (ELMS)

28

EUCALYPTUS (GUM TREES)

41

ILEX (HOLLY)

51

ZELKOVA

30

RHUS

41

SAMBUCUS (ELDERS)

51

MORUS (MULBERRIES)

30

KOELREUTERIA (SOAPBERRY)

41

LONICERA (HONEYSUCKLES)

52

FICUS (FIGS)

30

AESCULUS (HORSE CHESTNUTS, BUCKEYES) 41

GRISELINIA

52

MACLURA

30

ACER (MAPLES)

43

PITTOSPORUM

52

NOTHOFAGUS (SOUTHERN BEECHES)

30

DIPTERONIA

45

ARALIA

52

FAGUS (BEECHES)

31

PHELLODENDRON (CORK TREES)

45

CORDYLINE

52

CASTANEA (SWEET CHESTNUT)

31

AILANTHUS

45

TRACHYCARPUS (HARDY PALMS)

52

QUERCUS (OAKS)

31

TILIA (LIMES)

45

CHAMAEROPS

53

JUGLANS (WALNUTS)

33

HOHERIA (LACEBARK)

46

CARYA (HICKORY)

34

CORNUS (DOGWOODS)

46

PTEROCARYA (WINGNUTS)

34

DAVIDIA

47

PLATYCARYA

34

ARBUTUS

47

BETULA (BIRCHES)

34

STYRAX

47

ALNUS (ALDERS)

35

FRAXINUS (ASHES)

47

CORYLUS (HAZEL)

36

LIGUSTRUM (PRIVETS)

48
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Introduction
At first glance, East Yorkshire would seem to
be one of the poorest areas of the UK in which
to find interesting trees. The county has one of
the lowest percentages of woodland cover in
the country. There are no arboreta of even
modest renown and, compared with
neighbouring North Yorkshire, few large
country estates with owners displaying a
passion for tree collecting. There are no
forests of giant conifers, very little ancient
woodland and still less, ancient trees in the
landscape.
Nevertheless, in this survey, these obstacles
have been obviated to at least some degree by
regarding the entire county as a large
arboretum. By incorporating private gardens,
urban parks, streets and estates, the entire
landscape without regard for any particular
designation, an interesting, sometimes even
remarkable inventory has, hopefully, been
achieved.
Certainly, there are far more ‘out of the
ordinary’ species than the average person
might imagine – often almost under one’s
nose. There is perhaps even enough for the
serious student of trees to find.
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In some ways, not having any really big and
sophisticated collections to deal with makes
this project easier. Special collections
comparable with, say, Castle Howard or Thorp
Perrow, in North Yorkshire, would warrant an
inventory of their own and indeed a specific
visit by anyone interested and would include
species so rare as to be mainly of interest to
the specialist. This inventory gives a clearer
idea of what anyone might encounter in their
daily activity. There are, however, a few
modest collections in East Yorkshire which are
discussed later.

Environmental conditions
As to why East Yorkshire has been less
endowed with tree collectors and collections
than other regions it is interesting to
speculate. There are few really large trees in
the area.
The topography of the county is rather flat or
gently rolling – a fundamentally open exposed
arable landscape with few deep sheltered
valleys. This is combined with a climate too
dry for many of the giant conifers, so
impressive in places like Scotland or Wales;
too cool in spring and summer for good
growth of many hardwoods which do better in
the south.

Soils too are often less than ideal, with thin
chalk over much of the Wolds and gleyed
conditions over much of the lowlands. This has
plainly put off many collectors who would
seek more promising places to start.
The best conditions are perhaps those on the
gentle eastern fringe of the Wolds, where rich
soil combines with a relatively benign climate.
This might be termed the ‘Fertile Crescent’ of
East Yorkshire. Soils are deep and well
drained, the climate less exposed than over
the hills and coast; less frosty than inland to
the west. Some of the best trees are indeed
found here but of course there are many other
competing interests for this rather narrow belt
of land.

Ornamental planting
The heyday of the great parkland plantings of
Victorian and earlier times has passed. There
is still a number of such estates in the region
but in many case their gardens are in a state of
decline, although they may still contain some
fine, interesting trees. In a few cases there
may still be active planting in them. Others
have been converted into hotels or hospitals,
care homes etc. where the botanical value of
their older trees seems to count for little and
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replacement planting, if any, tends to be
unadventurous.
Not a few have become housing estates.
Sometimes, where old trees have been
retained, householders are interested and
protective towards them – sometimes not.
One such garden, Warter Priory, until recently
had been entirely abandoned. It is now
proposed to revive this estate but it remains
to be seen what will happen to its fine trees
(including locally exceptional Redwoods) and
the nature of any new planting.

Urban areas
Urban areas contain a good number of fine,
large trees. Those in public parks are relatively
safe and in a few cases like Hull’s Pickering
Park, are fairly interesting. In urban land as a
whole, however, there is an insidious loss of
larger trees towards a far less grand treescape
of smaller garden species and fastigiate
clones.
The widespread practice of ‘infill’ building on
large old gardens is a major threat leaving
little space for big trees – except on the
drawing boards of planning proposals. In
reality, even if theoretically protected, such
large trees as survive the building process
around them, later face a constant pressure to
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fell or at least lop them by some of the new
adjacent householders. In some districts it is
becoming unusual to find a tree of any size
that has not been pollarded to some degree –
often badly. It is most unlikely that large trees
will be replaced in the future in small
individual gardens by similar species.
To their credit, some authorities, like Hull, are
doing their best to make new tree planting
interesting and varied. Some schools, churches
etc. also take a keen interest.
The maintenance of trees in certain urban
settings causes concern. It is not always easy
for those involved with tree care to maintain
high standards, undermined as they are by
patrolling itinerant ‘loppers and toppers’
armed with a pick-up, a ladder and a couple of
chainsaws. Some work in private gardens is
appalling with instances of quite rare or
beautiful specimens mutilated or destroyed.

anyone who cares to look. Species that were
once described as ‘rare’ in tree guides are now
routinely available in garden centres. Very rare
specialist trees can often be obtained over the
internet. To some extent this has been
reflected in the range of trees now found in
local authority plantings and in private
gardens. Whether modern space will allow
many of these to reach maturity is less certain.

Rural landscape
Trees in the rural landscape reached a nadir
sometime in the 1970s in the wake of the
massive post war ‘agribusiness’ revolution,
complete with the ravages of stubble burning,
hedge removal and flailing as well as Dutch
Elm Disease causing rapid attrition of rural
trees. In common with much of eastern
England, East Yorkshire was hit hard.

Opportunities exist for imaginative tree
planting on, for example, golf courses, holiday
parks and so forth, new and old, that are
springing up everywhere. Sometimes such
opportunities are realised, often not.

However, this situation has completely
changed in the last few decades with
widespread tree planting taking place in the
countryside. Even so, much of the East
Yorkshire landscape, particularly over and to
the east of the Wolds remains very open
arable land.

On the other hand, there has been a
revolution in the last few decades in the
availability of many more tree species to

The latest suggestion is that East Yorkshire
should become part of a ‘Northern Forest’.
This is a proposal to increase tree cover
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enormously by turning mainly ‘spare land’ into
woodland. The question arises – where is this
spare land? If it is not already productive
agricultural or urban land, what is left?

appropriate. There are some debatable ideas
of what should or should not be planted in any
particular place.

Because the landscape of much of East
Yorkshire, for centuries past, was
predominantly largely treeless grassland, fens
and heath, what little remains that has not
been developed for agriculture or building is
the final refuge of wild habitats and species.
The conversion of such places into bland
plantations of trees would be disastrous and
certainly a retrograde step for biodiversity.

There are no ‘serious’ tree collections of any
size in East Yorkshire. There are however a
few small ones.

But the sentiment that “more trees equal
conservation” is well established. It is
bolstered by the climate change crisis belief
that trees reduce and sequester carbon. This is
true to the extent that while growing, they
accumulate carbon; in death they re-release it.
Nevertheless, the political momentum behind
such ideas is strong.
There is also the argument that forests would
be biologically richer and more authentic if
allowed to regenerate spontaneously from
scrub rather than deliberate planting. Again
though, this idea is not always as politically
appealing as a ‘planting campaign’ – even if it
is we, rather than nature, deciding what is
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Special collections

Outstanding is the planting of the University of
Hull, notably around what remains of the
botanic garden, Thwaite Hall, Cottingham. This
contains a number of quite rare and regionally
unique trees. However, the site has recently
been split and partially sold. One part is still
maintained by volunteers and has limited
public access. The collection has been
described as one of the most interesting in
North East England.
Other than this, a small collection grows at
Bishop Burton College and another, somewhat
surprisingly at Skipsea holiday park. The latter
was an embryonic North American collection
but in both cases the collections seem now
somewhat rudderless, though have some
interesting trees.

very private indeed. All private collections
suffer the risk that once their instigators have
passed on, they may be abandoned. The one
thing tree collections need is long term
continuity and direction.
John Killingbeck
johnkillingbeck80@gmail.com
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Revision 1, January 2022
First issued in this format. The content is
based on two previous lists which were
available via the BSBI website.

Other than this, a few mostly very small
collections exist in private gardens. Settrington
House has a more extensive collection but is
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Inventory
Key

CEPHALOTAXACEAE
The family name.
CEPHALOTAXUS (PLUM YEW)
The genus name with any common name in
brackets. This may be followed by notes
applying to the whole genus.
American Oaks
The same style as for genus but with lower
case text is used for subheadings if necessary.
Cephalotaxus harringtonia
Cow Tail Pine
The species scientific name and common
name or names, followed by notes on the
species
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GINKGOACEAE
GINKGO
Unique ‘living fossil’.
Ginkgo biloba
Maidenhair Tree
Becoming quite frequent. Most decent sized
older specimens are in large gardens but has
been planted as street and crematorium tree
in Hull e.g. Boothferry Road. Today, may turn
up anywhere. Fruiting seems very rare here
but has been recorded in York.

ARAUCARIACEAE
ARAUCARIA (MONKEY PUZZLE )
Unmistakable.
Araucaria araucana
Frequent in parks, gardens, estates, some
farmyards. Grows quite well in vc61 and
known to produce fertile seed where male and
female are adjacent but not to regenerate
here.
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Monkey Puzzle tree (Araucaria araucana).
This specimen is one of a few in Sewerby Hall Gardens.
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CEPHALOTAXACEAE

CHAMAECYPARIS (‘FALSE’ CYPRESSES)
The classic ‘conifers’ of gardens.

CEPHALOTAXUS (PLUM YEW)
Shrubby and fairly insignificant in vc61
Cephalotaxus harringtonia
Cow Tail Pine
Rare except in form ‘Fastigata’ offered in
garden centres.
Cephalotaxus fortunei
Rare, Thwaite Hall.

CUPRESSACEAE
CALOCEDRUS
Distinctive ‘exclamation mark’ habit when
healthy and mature.
Calocedrus decurrens
Incense Cedar
Infrequent as mature specimen mainly big old
gardens and estates, churchyards (e.g.
Cottingham) etc. Young variegated form
sometimes seen in small domestic gardens.

Chamaecyparis lawsoniana
Lawson’s Cypress
Common in type form in gardens, parks,
estates, churchyards, plantations etc. both
rural and urban. Many ubiquitous ornamental
forms seen mostly in gardens. Frequently
self-sown.
Chamaecyparis pisifera
Sarawa Cypress
Fairly frequent, particularly churchyards and
old Victorian gardens. Usually in the forms
‘Plumosa’ and ‘Squarrosa’, which are semi
juvenile, and sometimes ‘Filifera’. Hessle
Cemetery is a good place to see them. Small
variants common in domestic gardens.
Chamaecyparis obtusa
Hinoki Cypress
Fairly frequent in its various forms in
churchyards and gardens but type wild form
seems rare.
CRYPTOMERIA
Potentially huge tree unimpressive in vc61.
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Cryptomeria japonica
Japanese Cedar
Infrequent and not flourishing here. Mostly
large old gardens, churchyards etc. e.g.
Londesborough – sometimes as ‘Elegans’.
Several freakish dwarf forms seen in small
gardens.
CUPRESSUS (‘TRUE’ CYPRESSES)
Less common than Chamaecyparis.
Cupressus macrocarpa
Monterey Cypress
Frequent, particularly east of Wolds towards
the coast in old suburbs, hotels etc. with large
gardens but also some isolated localities. Most
are old. Grows quite well in vc61. Yellow form
‘Lutea’ is infrequent and ‘Goldcrest’ common
in smaller gardens.
Cupressus sempervirens
Italian Cypress
Mediterranean Cypress
Frequent and increasing, particularly since the
vogue for ‘Mediterranean’ style gardens.
Almost always in the classic tightly fastigiate
form. Few are of any size and old trees are
rare, e.g. Hotham Hall. Yellow form ‘Swane’s
Golden’ is rare (Market Weighton).
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Cupressus arizonica
Arizona Cypress
Usually in blue forms of subsp. glabra (which
is sometimes identified as a separate species).
Quite infrequent but increasing. Few of much
size or age, e.g. West Ella.
Cupressus goveniana
Gowen Cypress
Rare, Hessle, formerly Thwaite Hall. Several
are known in York.
Hybrid Cypresses
Only one type seems to occur in vc61.
× Cupressocyparis leylandii
Leyland Cypress
Common almost everywhere. Several clones
including one variegated. Yellow form
‘Castlewellan’ also common.
CUNNINGHAMIA
Unusual conifer resembling gangly monkey
puzzle.
Cunninghamia lanceolata
Chinese Fir
Rare, known only from young trees at Bishop
Burton College.
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JUNIPERUS (JUNIPERS)
One native species, though not to vc61, and
several exotics many of which are shrubs, so
not listed.
Juniperus chinensis
Chinese Juniper
Rather infrequent as type tree, but has a
number of ornamental forms. Mature trees,
including yellow form ’Lutea’, in large old
gardens and churchyards e.g. Bishop Burton
College, Holme on Spalding Moor church.
Juniperus communis
Common Juniper
Variable, shrubby, barely a tree. Quite
frequent but almost always as ornamental
garden forms like fastigiate ‘Hibernica’ in vc61,
but one curious oddball ‘wild’ planting in high
Wolds near Settrington Beacon.
Juniperus recurva
Drooping Juniper
Very infrequent in gardens e.g. Thwaite Hall.
Small.

Juniperus rigida
Temple Juniper
Rare, one small tree in private garden in
Cottingham.
Juniperus drupacea
Syrian Juniper
Rare, poor specimen Eastern Cemetery, Hull.
Juniperus squamata
Meyer's Juniper
Quite frequent in form 'Meyeri', mainly as a
garden shrub.
Juniperus scopulorum
As above in the narrow form 'Skyrocket'.
METASEQUOIA
Distinctive ‘living fossil’.
Metasequoia glyptostroboides
Dawn Redwood
Increasingly frequent in gardens and parks,
sometimes elsewhere. Grows best in damp
sheltered locations and produces cones in
vc61. Golden form also occurs.
PLATYCLADUS
One species of cypress-like tree.
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Platycladus orientalis
Oriental Thuja
Fairly frequent but thinly scattered,
particularly in churchyards e.g. Hessle, but also
in other large old gardens e.g. Wassand Hall
(said to be Yorkshire Champion). Golden form
‘Elegantissima’ also widespread.
SEQUOIA
Famous as world’s current tallest tree – not so
in vc61.
Sequoia sempervirens
Coast Californian Redwood
Infrequent but widespread on large estates
and some gardens. Small in comparison with
potential and sometimes rather gaunt in vc61.
A bizarrely dwarf form is sometimes grown in
domestic gardens (a dwarf giant!)
SEQUOIADENDRON
Famous as world’s most massive tree.
Sequoiadendron giganteum
Giant Californian Redwood
Wellingtonia
Quite frequent and generally more flourishing
than Coast Redwood in vc61. Typical ‘must
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have’ landscape tree of large estates – also
parks, big gardens and some small.
TAXODIUM
A deciduous conifer resembling the commoner
Dawn Redwood.
Taxodium distichum
Swamp Cypress
Infrequent and fairly slow growing. Mostly in
large older gardens, usually near water though
will grow on dryer sites e.g. Springhead. In
water may produce pneumatophores but
these are only weakly developed on a few
trees in vc61, e.g. Thwaite Hall. Otherwise
grows surprisingly well to about 20m in vc61.
THUJA
Often called ‘cedars’ but more like cypress.
Thuja plicata
Western Red Cedar
Quite common, widely planted in gardens,
estates, churchyards and some plantations.
Growing quite well even on chalk in vc61 but
of very modest attainment compared to
potential. Occasionally self-sown and may
layer itself. Sweetly scented. Variegated form
‘Zebrina’ very infrequent.

Thuja occidentalis
Eastern White Cedar
Infrequent, mostly confined to large old
gardens and churchyards. Usually sickly
looking. Has a number of commoner garden
forms, notably ‘Rheingold’ and the fine Italian
cypress-like ‘Smaragd’.
Thuja koraiensis
Korean Thuja
Rare, only seen as young tree Bishop Burton
College.
THUJOPSIS
One distinctive species.
Thujopsis dolabrata
Hiba
Quite infrequent, usually in large estate
gardens. Small in vc61 compared to wetter
areas but looking healthy. Variegated form in
small gardens.
XANTHOCYPARIS
One species of cypress.
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Xanthocyparis nootkatensis
Nootka Cypress
Fairly frequent in churchyards and old
gardens, but not often seen elsewhere except
as strikingly droopy form ‘Pendula’ which is
gradually becoming quite popular in domestic
gardens.

PINACEAE
ABIES (FIRS)
Overall, poorly represented in the region
perhaps for climatic reasons.
Abies grandis
Grand Fir
Giant Fir
Fairly frequent, though not attaining great size
here. Usually in large gardens or estates. More
rarely plantations as at Wheldrake Woods,
where it is widely self-sown.
Abies nobilis
Noble Fir

Swamp Cypress (Taxodium distichum) in Springhead Park.
This particular tree is the largest in the region.

Infrequent, mostly older specimens in big
Victorian estates and gardens. Younger trees
in other situations including Xmas tree crop.
Of relatively modest growth in vc61.
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Abies alba
European White Fir
Probably very infrequent/rare and of poor
growth. Warter estate.
Abies concolor
Colorado White Fir
Very infrequent, except as small ornamental.
Semi-mature e.g. at Thwaite Hall estate.
Abies nordmaniana
Nordman Fir
Becoming increasingly frequent due to recent
popularity as Xmas tree. Mostly young, though
growing well. Usually plantation Xmas crop or
in gardens where later planted out. Also sold
in garden centres.
Abies forrestii
Probably ssp. smithii. Rare, growing quite well
in a private collection in north Wolds.
Abies fabri

Abies koreana
Korean Fir
Frequent but always small. Usually ornamental
parks and gardens of all sizes.
Abies pinsapo
Spanish Fir
Probably rare, but growing strongly at Thwaite
Hall.
Abies cephalonica
Greek Fir
Rare, regenerating freely in one Cottingham
garden.
CEDRUS (CEDARS)
All three main species found here.
Cedrus libani
Cedar of Lebanon
Fairly frequent but the least common of the
main species. Mainly found on large estates
and some big gardens e.g. Sledmere.

Probably ssp. miniensis. Rare, as above.
Both of the above species are thought by
some authorities to be closely related to, or
even forms of A. delavayi.
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Cedrus atlantica
Atlas Cedar
Almost always in the blue form ‘Glauca’. Very
frequent in gardens of all sizes but only

maturing in the largest. Also public parks,
roadsides, churchyards etc.
Cedrus deodara
Indian Cedar
Deodar
Very frequent in places as above.
LARIX (LARCHES)
Well known deciduous conifers, three
widespread species.
Larix decidua
European Larch
Common and widely planted in many locations
from domestic gardens to large exposed
plantations and shelterbelts. Sometimes
self-sown but not naturalised in vc61.
Larix kaempferi
Japanese Larch
Frequent in plantations but perhaps less often
in general planting than European species.
Larix × eurolepis
Hybrid Larch
Frequency as above. Said to back cross with
Japanese species thus close and can be hard to
separate.
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Larix laricina
Tamarac
Rare, a few small specimens, Skipsea.
PICEA (SPRUCES)
Much commoner than firs in vc61.
Picea abies
Norway Spruce
Common in all localities from domestic
gardens to plantations, where it is one of the
commonest timber conifers and doing well on
chalk. The archetypal Xmas tree – sweet smell,
needle drop and ‘cuckoo clock’ cones.
Occasionally self-sown.
Picea sitchensis
Sitka Spruce
Very frequent but less so than Norway and
usually less flourishing in vc61. Mostly in
plantations and shelterbelts. Blueish sheen
distinguishes it from Norway at a distance.
Picea orientalis
Oriental Spruce
Very infrequent. Mature trees in a few old
estates like South Dalton. Also, including
ornamental varieties – like yellow ‘Aurea’, in
domestic gardens.
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Picea omorica
Serbian Spruce
Quite frequent, mainly in gardens but also a
few plantations e.g. Londesborough, Welton
and Millington areas, doing well on chalk.
Distinguished at a distance by very narrow
crown.
Picea pungens
Colorado Spruce
Frequent in gardens almost always in one of
its very blue forms. Few trees of size.
Picea breweriana
Brewers’s Spruce
Very infrequent in gardens, usually young and
small.
Picea smithiana
Morinda Spruce
Rare and poorly developed in vc61 at Wassand
Hall but grows well in Scarborough and other
adjacent regions.
Picea glauca
White Spruce
Very localised in odd plantations e.g. Birdsall,
Kirby Underdale areas. Said to be widely
planted in Danish shelterbelts, from where

idea of planting it in vc61 may have arisen,
because otherwise undistinguished.
Picea torano
Tiger Tail Spruce
Rare, growing quite well in a north Wolds
private collection.
PINUS (PINES)
Several common species and a number of
rarer ones.
Pinus sylvestris
Scots Pine
Common in many situations from domestic
gardens and landscaping to plantations.
Common timber conifer. Not native to vc61
but widely naturalised particularly on acid
sandy soils. Fastigiate form sometimes
encountered in gardens.
Pinus nigra
Black Pine
Common particularly plantations and
shelterbelts but also gardens, parks, urban
roads and landscaping. Several types: tall ssp.
laricio (Corsican Pine) is commonest in timber
plantations; branching ssp. nigra (Austrian
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Pine) commoner in gardens. Only infrequently
self-sown in vc61.
Pinus contorta
Lodgepole Pine
Frequent, particularly in plantations.
Regenerates freely in some places like
Allerthorpe Common. Two closely related
subspecies recognised ssp. contorta perhaps
the commonest in vc61.
Pinus radiata
Monterey Pine
Fairly frequent in places and increasing.
Gardens, windbreaks, specimen planting etc.
Very fast growing. May sustain damage in
severest winters in vc61. No large old trees
occur.
Pinus pinea
Stone Pine
Umbrella Pine
Becoming quite frequent since vogue for
‘Mediterranean’ gardens. Most trees are fairly
young but growing steadily and seem hardy in
vc61.

Pinus pinaster
Maritime Pine
Infrequent but increasing as a result of
Mediterranean holiday souvenir planting
perhaps? Mostly young trees in gardens in
vc61, but naturalised in Southern England.
Pinus halapensis
Aleppo Pine
Very infrequent, yet another but rarer
Mediterranean holiday trophy. Said to grow
poorly in UK but young trees in vc61 doing
well so far. Mainly gardens.
Pinus walichiana
Bhutan Pine
Fairly frequent mainly in unsuitably small
domestic gardens where it is ruined by
lopping. Larger trees occur where space allows
e.g. Houghton Hall estate. Distinctive drooping
habit and large cones.
Pinus strobus
Weymouth Pine
Similar to Bhutan but much scarcer in vc61
and more upright in habit. Brandesburton.
Also dwarf forms in domestic gardens.

Pinus ponderosa
Western Yellow Pine
Generally rather rare – particularly as a large
specimen e.g. South Dalton estate.
Pinus cembra
Arolla Pine
Rather infrequent, an example in Cherry
Burton churchyard.
Pinus jeffreyi
Jeffrey Pine
Very infrequent as young tree. At Skipsea also
scattered over Holderness on odd private
gardens – perhaps as a result of one-time sale
in local garden centre?
Pinus attenuata
Knobcone Pine
Rare, two in Cottingham.
Pinus muricata
Bishop Pine
Rare – a few young trees at Skipsea. Also in
Hull near The Deep.
Pinus banksiana
Jack Pine
Rare as above.
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Other pines
The following pines also encountered in vc61 –
usually young and in small domestic gardens
so as yet, not really established as significant
trees.
Pinus heldreichii
Bosnian Pine
Middleton-on-the-Wolds, visible from road –
promising.
Pinus parviflora
Japanese White Pine
Pinus mugo
Mountain Pine
Usually dwarf forms.
Pinus aristata
Bristlecone Pine
Pinus coulteri
Big Cone Pine
Withernsea.
PSEUDOTSUGA
One distinctive species widespread in vc61.
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Pseudotsuga menziesii
Douglas Fir
Quite frequent in plantations, estates and
some gardens but attainment poor in vc61 in
comparison with huge potential (one of
world’s tallest trees). The blue variety glauca
used to grow at Anlaby House.
TSUGA (HEMLOCK TREES)
Tsuga heterophylla
Western Hemlock
Quite frequent locally in plantations,
sometimes in gardens. Modest attainment in
vc61 compared to potential. Quite often
self-sown.
Tsuga canadensis
Eastern Hemlock
Very infrequent, mostly old estate gardens like
South Dalton. Dwarf forms occasional in small
gardens.
Tsuga diversifolia
Northern Japanese Hemlock
Rare, a small, very attractive tree growing
healthily in a north Wolds private collection.

TAXACEAE
TAXUS (YEWS)
A native to Britain.
Taxus baccata
Common Yew
Common, perhaps native to vc61, but if not
certainly naturalised in woods etc. particularly
on chalk. Also widely planted, typically in
churchyards and old gardens. There are few
large old specimens in vc61 however, unlike
other parts of the UK: Cherry Burton – 6 m;
Londesborough – 4 m (approximate girths).
Upright ‘Irish Yew’ Taxus baccata ‘Fastigiata’ is
almost as common in churchyards and golden
forms are widespread.
Taxus × media
Hybrid Yew
Recently offered commercially, probably very
infrequent as yet.
TORREYA (NUTMEG TREES)
Two yew-like species in vc61
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Torreya californica
Californian Nutmeg
Rare in vc61 of modest attainment so far –
Thwaite Hall.
Torreya nucifera
Japanese Nutmeg
As above.

LAURACEAE
LAURUS
Evergreen Bay Laurel.

Sassafras (Sassafras albidum)
in Thwaite Hall botanic garden.

Laurus nobilis
Common Bay
Frequent in gardens, parks, churchyards etc.
Sometimes small and formally clipped and
increasingly popular for new ‘Mediterranean’
and formal gardens. Flowers well in vc61, but
rarely if ever seems to fruit as it does in
southern UK. Occasionally damaged by severe
winters. Rarer varieties ‘Angustifolia’ and
‘Aurea’ may be encountered.
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UMBELLULARIA

SASSAFRAS

Umbellularia californica
Headache Tree

Sassafras albidum
Sassafras

Rare, young tree, Little Weighton; known to
fruit.

Rare, Thwaite Hall – Yorkshire Champion.
Suckers freely but does not fruit. Perhaps one
of the most remarkable trees in the
vice-county.
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MAGNOLIACEAE
LIRIODENDRON (TULIP TREES)
Two species of which the American reaches
over 60m in the wild.
Liriodendron tulipifera
American Tulip Tree
Becoming quite frequent in gardens of all
sizes, including some municipal planting. Few
trees of more than very modest dimensions in
vc61, probably due to cool summers. Flowers
well once sufficiently mature late June/July.
The largest known is in a private garden in
Welton. Variegated and fastigiate forms are
infrequent.
MAGNOLIA
Beautiful and easily recognised trees. Hybrid
types are much the commonest in vc61.
Magnolia × soulangeana
Saucer Magnolia
Very frequent and by far the commonest
Magnolia in vc61. Gardens, parks. Individuals
of several selected varieties are sometimes
seen notably ‘Rustica Rubra’, ‘Lennei’ and pure
white ‘Lennei Alba’.
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Magnolia liliflora ‘Nigra’
Purple Lily Flowered Magnolia
Still fairly frequent. Once a popular
‘alternative’ Magnolia but now eclipsed by
newer varieties.
Magnolia × loebneri
Loebner’s Magnolia
Becoming increasingly frequent in gardens –
several varieties including ‘Merril’, ‘Susan’,
‘Leonard Messel’ etc. and tending to
supersede some older established varieties of
Magnolia.
Magnolia kobus
Northern Japanese Magnolia
Very infrequent, however M. kobus var.
stellata (often known as M. stellata – the Star
Magnolia) is frequent in gardens and parks,
though usually small and bushy.
Magnolia grandiflora
Bull Bay
Becoming quite frequent and ‘in vogue’,
though few of any size and perhaps unlikely to
grow large in vc61 climate. Evergreen. Several
named varieties of which ‘Exmouth’ is oldest
and commonest. Sometimes wall trained.

Magnolia acuminata
Cucumber Tree
Rare, Bishop Burton College, Thwaite Hall.
Magnolia obovata
Japanese Big Leaf Magnolia
Rare, Burton Agnes Hall.
Newer Magnolias
A number of other new and very striking
hybrid Magnolias like ‘Star Wars’ and ‘Yellow
Bird’ are making an appearance in vc61 and
seem likely to increase in the future.

ALTINGIACEAE
LIQUIDAMBAR (SWEET GUM)
A small number of species. L. styraciflua
reaches 50 m in the wild.
Liquidambar styraciflua
American Sweet Gum
Quite frequent and increasing in gardens of all
sizes with some municipal planting. Mostly of
very modest size or recently planted, very few
being older and established trees may produce
fruits – e.g. North Ferriby. Many planted are
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named forms of which ‘Whorplesdon’ is the
commonest.

Platanus orientalis
Oriental Plane

The rarer L. formosana and L. acalycina are
known as young trees at Bishop Burton.

Very infrequent. Rare form P. orientalis
'Digitata' at The Lawns, Cottingham, very fine,
is the national height champion.

HAMAMELIDACEAE
MELIACEAE
PARROTIA (IRONWOOD)
TOONA
Parrotia persica
Persian Ironwood

One species in vc61
Toona sinensis
Chinese Cedar

Quite infrequent in gardens, parks etc. A low
spreading shrubby tree in vc61 but big and tall
in the wild.

Very infrequent. Best specimen once in a
Holderness school – now gone. One or two
elsewhere. Pink-leaved form ‘Flamingo’
recently marketed but seems rare as yet.

PLATANACEAE
PLATANUS (PLANE TREES)

BUXACEAE
Platanus × hispanica
London Plane
Very frequent, particularly in Hull. Widespread
street tree often pollarded. Variable, probably
several named or unnamed clones. A number
of quite large and fairly old specimens in Hull,
but largest of all perhaps, in Cottingham.
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London Plane
(Platanus × hispanica)
in Linnaeus Street, Hull. The site
of the original Hull Botanic
Gardens was not far from here.

BUXUS (BOX)
Native evergreen, but not to vc61.
Buxus sempervirens
Common Box
Frequent, mostly gardens, often clipped. Also
in game coverts and copses etc. and notably at
Millington Pastures. Little evidence of seed
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production or self-sowing in vc61, though
persistent and may layer in wild situations.
Ornamental variegated forms occur.

CERCIDIPHYLLACEAE
CERCIDIPHYLLUM
A primitive genus of tree.
Cercidiphyllum japonicum
Katsura Tree
Infrequent though perhaps increasing
recently. Older trees mostly in parks, old
estates, crematoria etc. Of modest attainment
in vc61. A weeping form is starting to appear
in small gardens.

FABACEAE
ROBINIA (FALSE ACACIA, LOCUST)
Robinia pseudoacacia
Black Locust
False Acacia
Quite frequent, mainly parks and gardens but
also some ‘wilder’ locations. Often suckers in
vc61, but not as profusely or invasively as
further south. White flowers, sometimes
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profuse, late May/June/July according to the
situation and warmth of the season. Several
varieties: ‘Umbraculifera’ (Mop Head Acacia) –
infrequent in Hull; ‘Tortuosa’ – quite
infrequent, mainly private gardens; ‘Unifolia’
(Single Leaf Robinia) – rare, Newland Park;
‘Frisia’ (Golden Acacia) – once very frequent –
declined somewhat after 2010/12 perhaps
due to succession of cold winters and poor
summers – now more infrequent and
sometimes with die back.
Robinia × margaretta ‘Casque Rouge’
Also known as ‘Pink Cascade’. Rather
infrequent, gardens. Pink flowers.
GENISTA (BROOMS)
Only one of tree size.
Genista aetnensis
Mount Etna Broom
Infrequent, mainly urban gardens. May sustain
damage in severe winters.
ACACIA (WATTLE)
A warm temperate/tropical genus

Acacia dealbata
Silver Wattle
Generally very infrequent but following a
series of mild to average winters the rapid
growth of any planted as novelties becomes
apparent. If they reach flowering size (as many
did in the early 2000s), the mass of golden
yellow blooms in March is astonishing.
Destroyed by hard winters. Other wattles are
more rarely seen.
CERCIS (JUDAS TREES)
Leguminous distinctive species.
Cercis siliquastrum
Judas Tree
Quite infrequent, mainly in private gardens
but also a few public localities. Usually pink
flowered – white form much rarer.
Other species of Cercis occur including
recently introduced and popular purple form
of C. canadensis (‘Forest Pansy’) and rarer C.
chinensis varieties but to date these are
usually small or shrubby, though have tree
sized potential.
GLEDITSIA (HONEY LOCUSTS)
Only one of which is widespread.
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Gleditsia triacanthos
American Honey Locust
Fairly frequent and increasing. Gardens, parks
occasionally streets. Variably thorny. Large
seed pods produced only infrequently and
sparsely in vc61. Varieties – ‘Sunburst’ is
yellow, frequent; ‘Ruby Lace’ is red,
infrequent.
Gleditsia japonica
Japanese Honey Locust
Rare, Thwaite Hall; young tree Sutton on
Derwent. The Thwaite tree is the national girth
champion.
LABURNUM
Familiar ornamentals.
Laburnum anagyroides
Common Laburnum
Common in gardens, less so in uncultivated
situations where it may regenerate.
Laburnum alpinum
Scotch Laburnum
Rather infrequent. Mainly old gardens,
churchyards etc.
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Laburnum × ‘Vossii’
Probably the most frequent species – gardens,
parks, streets. The only species generally
offered for sale nowadays.
+ Laburnocytisus adamii
Adam’s Laburnum
A curious graft hybrid tree of mixed yellow
and pink flowers. Very infrequent becoming
rare. Urban gardens – Thwaite Hall.
CLADRASTIS (YELLOW WOODS)
Unusual leguminous trees.
Cladrastis kentukea
American Yellow Wood
Rare, Thwaite Hall, Bishop Burton College.
STYPHNOLOBIUM
Styphnolobium japonicum
Pagoda Tree
Infrequent, mainly parks and gardens, notably
Pickering Park, Hull – rarely streets.
Sometimes flowers well in warm seasons but
does not fruit in vc61.

ROSACEAE
PRUNUS
A very large genus with many small
ornamental varieties.
Cherries
Prunus avium
Gean
Native, quite common in both urban and rural
locations – gardens, parks, streets, hedges,
woods, plantations, bypasses etc. Often
spreads by suckers as well as seed in the wild
but also frequently planted. Many planted
trees are offspring of cultivated varieties,
sometimes called ‘Mazzard’ cherries
distinguishable from the wild type by their
larger succulent fruits. Double ornamental
‘Plena’ is frequent – the largest ornamental
white cherry. There are a number of cultivated
fruiting varieties though these are not widely
grown in vc61 except in private gardens.
Prunus padus
Bird Cherry
Native, though probably not to vc61. Frequent
in streets, parks and gardens in the
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ornamental form ‘Watereri’ which has
conspicuous long racemes. Wild type much
less frequent (Sledmere). An uncommon
pink/copper ornamental form seems likely to
become very frequent in the future.
Prunus cerasus
Sour Cherry
Fairly frequent as the edible form ‘Morello
Cherry’ in gardens and orchards. Otherwise
probably scarce. Double variety ‘Rhexii’ grows
at Everingham.
Prunus × schmittii
Schmitt’s Cherry
Quite frequent as a street tree in Hull, less so
elsewhere.
Prunus serrula
Tibetan Cherry
Becoming quite frequent for its ornamental
bark in parks and gardens.
Prunus maackii
Manchurian Cherry
Very infrequent, formerly Thwaite Hall.
Recently in Hull as street planting.
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Prunus serotina
Black Cherry
Probably rare, Fairfax Avenue, Hull.
Flowering Cherries
There is an enormous range of these, some
old and established others more recently
introduced into the general trade and
becoming more widespread. Only some of the
more prominent ones are covered below.
Usually grafted.
Prunus sargentii
Sargent’s Cherry
Quite frequent in gardens, parks and some
streets.
Prunus incisa
Fuji Cherry
Becoming very frequent – recently mass
marketed (even in supermarkets!) in various
forms. Usually small and bushy as yet.
Prunus × yedoensis
Yoshino Cherry
Fairly frequent, a few large old trees (The
Lawns, Cottingham). Dainty weeping forms are
unfortunately superseding the very graceful
original in private gardens.

Prunus × subhirtella ‘Autumnalis’
Winter Cherry
Frequent in gardens, parks and elsewhere.
Pink and white forms occur. Weeping P. ×
subhirtella ‘Pendula’ also occurs.
Prunus × hillieri ‘Spire’
Spire Cherry
Frequent in parks gardens and some streets –
fastigiate.
Prunus ‘Accolade’
Frequent, noticeable for its very early bright
pink flowers.
Prunus ‘Cheal’s Weeping’
Very frequent.
Prunus serrulata
Japanese Cherry
Generally common in urban areas but with
many varieties of varying frequency, only the
most widespread of which are listed below: P.
‘Kanzan’ – much the commonest – the
ubiquitous double pink cherry of suburbia also
frequent in rural districts planted even in
hedges and more rarely copses – almost
symbolic of the ‘urbanised countryside’!
P. ‘Royal Burgundy’ is a dark purple leaved
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‘Kanzan’, recently introduced, already quite
frequent and destined to become much more
so, no doubt. P. ‘Amanogawa’, very frequent,
fastigiate; P. ’Tai Haku’ (Great White Cherry),
increasingly frequent, some superb older
trees; P. ‘Pink Perfection’ perhaps quite
frequent. The following seem less frequent in
some gardens/parks: P. ‘Shirotae’;
P. Shirofugen’; P. ‘Ukon’; P. ‘Shogetsu’, with
others possible.
Other Prunus
Prunus dulcis
Almond
Still quite frequent but declining perhaps, in its
ornamental pink form in gardens and some
streets. May bloom as early as February.
Edible Almond P. dulcis ‘Macrocarpa’ much
scarcer – formerly Elloughton.
Prunus persica
Peach
Fairly frequent in gardens in both named
edible forms like ‘Peregrine’, which ripen in
suitable situations – or as random sown
stones. Double pink ornamental variety very
infrequent.
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Prunus armeniaca
Apricot
Infrequent, usually wall trained for fruit which
can be very successful.
Prunus mume
Japanese Apricot
Still very infrequent, though heavily marketed
recently.
Prunus domestica
Plum
Very frequent in gardens, orchards,
sometimes with feral suckering. Many named
cultivars of plums, damsons greengages occur.
Nameless Bullaces (P. insititia) also frequent –
to be found merging almost indefinably with
Blackthorn (P. spinosa) in hedgerows.
Prunus cerasifera
Myrobalan Plum
Frequent in hedges, copses and gardens. Very
early flowers – February/March. Erratic
fruiting – red or yellow, but can be abundant.
P. cerasifera ‘Pissardii’ and ‘Nigra’ very
frequent/common copper varieties in gardens,
streets, parks everywhere – white or pink
flowers respectively.

Prunus laurocerasus
Cherry Laurel
Common in gardens, parks etc. but also
occurring ‘wild’ in some woods, shelterbelts,
often self-sown or layered.
Prunus lusitanica
Portuguese Laurel
Very frequent in gardens, parks etc. also in
some rural woods and so forth. Old plants
often layered.
CYDONIA (QUINCE)
Grown for fruits or as rootstock for pear.
Cydonia oblonga
Quince
Rather infrequent, mostly old orchards/walled
gardens but becoming more popular in new
ones. Several named varieties. Sometimes
grows from grafted pear rootstocks.
AMELANCHIER (SNOWY MESPILS)
A genus of mainly hybrid types.
Amelanchier lamarkii
Frequent in gardens, parks etc. May include
hybrid forms and other ill-defined species and
include selected ornamental forms.
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PYRUS (PEARS)
Pyrus communis
Common Orchard Pear
Frequent in gardens, orchards and elsewhere
in many varieties. The true wild pear
(P. pyraster) is perhaps unknown in vc61.
Pyrus salicifolia
Willow-leaved Pear
Frequent in gardens and parks, usually named
as variety ‘Pendula’.
Pyrus calleryana ‘Chanticleer’
Chanticleer Pear
Quite frequent in some urban planting like
Ferensway, Hull. Hardly ever fully dormant:
very early flowers – patchily from late winter
onwards sometimes among lingering leaves
from previous season.
MALUS (APPLES)
A huge number of ornamental and edible
varieties and species and sometimes complex
hybrids.

Malus sylvestris
Wild Crab
Native, probably very frequent but often hard
to distinguish with certainty due to
hybridisation. Hedges and copses.
Malus × domestica
Orchard Apple
Common in cultivation also as feral self-sown
escape. Orchards and gardens, hedges, waste
ground etc. Huge number of named and
unnamed varieties.
Malus tschonoskii
Pillar Apple
Quite frequent, gardens and parks, some
streets.
Malus × purpurea
Purple Crab
Frequent in gardens, parks and some streets.
Several named varieties e.g. ‘Lemoinei’;
‘Profusion’, among others.
Malus × floribunda
Japanese Crab
Fairly frequent, gardens, parks.
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Malus × robusta
Cherry Crab
Also related varieties. Common in gardens,
parks and streets. Widespread varieties
include: ‘Golden Hornet’; ‘Red Sentinel’; ‘John
Downie’.
Malus prunifolia
Plum Leaved Crab
Probably infrequent/rare – Thwaite Hall.
Malus baccata
Siberian Crab
Probably very infrequent. The Lawns,
Cottingham.
Malus yunnanensis
Yunnan Crab
Rare, The Lawns, Cottingham.
SORBUS (MOUNTAIN ASHES, WHITEBEAMS)
A huge genus, under botanical review with
many species, micro species, hybrids and
cultivars.
Mountain Ashes
Two native and a number of exotic species
including some of uncertain nomenclature as
well as hybrids and named cultivars being
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constantly introduced.
Sorbus aucuparia
Mountain Ash
Native, common both in the wild and in parks
gardens and streets. Wild trees often as
understorey in woods, particularly acid soils.
Several ornamental clones are variably
frequent in urban districts and gardens:
‘Shearwater Seedling’ – fastigiate, thus
popular; ‘Bessneri’ – has copper bark; ‘Chinese
Lace’ – heavily cut leafed hybrid similar to
S. aucuparia ‘Aspleniifolia’; ‘Fructu Luteo’ –
yellow/orange fruit.
Sorbus domestica
True Service-tree
Native, though not to vc61; rare – Thwaite
Hall.
Sorbus ‘Joseph Rock’
Very frequent in parks, gardens and some
streets.
Sorbus commixta
Japanese Rowan
A somewhat unclearly defined species with
alternative names and clones like ‘Embley’.
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Quite frequent mainly gardens and parks and
some streets.
Sorbus sargentiana
Sargent’s Rowan
Very infrequent as a young tree but perhaps
increasing.
Sorbus vilmorinii
Vilmorins Rowan
Rather infrequent but increasing particularly in
small gardens.
Sorbus scalaris
Ladder Rowan
Very infrequent.
Sorbus glabrescens
Sorbus hupehensis
Hubei Rowan
Quite infrequent but increasing particularly as
clones like ‘Pink Pagoda’.
Sorbus cashmiriana
Kashmir Rowan
Infrequent, usually a small shrubby tree in
gardens.

Whitebeams
Several native species but including a number
of apomictic ‘micro species’ which may be
very local. There are numerous exotics, their
hybrids and named clones.
Sorbus aria
Whitebeam
Native, though probably not to East Yorkshire.
Very frequent in parks, gardens and streets.
Quite often self-sown and naturalised in
quarries, waste ground, scrub and woods
particularly calcareous areas e.g. Hessle
quarries. Several cultivated forms: ‘Lutescens’
is widely planted and almost as frequent as
the type; ‘Majestica’ – infrequent.
Sorbus intermedia
Swedish Whitebeam
Very frequent, particularly urban areas and
coastal districts. Widely self-sown on waste
ground, perhaps more often than S. aria.
Sorbus latifolia
Fontainbleau Service-tree
Frequent. Claimed by some authorities as a
hybrid or microspecies (among many others).
Many old trees in Hull, also planted widely
more recently on roadsides, bypasses etc.
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Sorbus thuringiaca
Bastard Service-tree
Frequent in form ‘Fastigiata’ particularly in
Hull as a street tree and elsewhere.

Himalayan Whitebeam
(Sorbus vestita) in
Western Cemetery.

Sorbus thibetica ‘John Mitchell’
Mitchell’s Whitebeam
Very infrequent as street or park tree in Hull.
Sorbus folgneri
Folgner’s Whitebeam
Rare, Thwaite Hall in form ‘Lemon drop’.
Sorbus vestita
Himalayan Whitebeam

MESPILUS

Rare, Western Cemetery, Hull.
Sorbus ‘Wilfrid Fox’
Rather rare. Kingston Road, Hull.
COTONEASTER
One tree species among many shrubs.
Cotoneaster frigidus
Tree Cotoneaster
Fairly frequent, mostly urban parks and some
large gardens. A few other species sometimes
attain the dimensions of small trees including
C. salicifolius and hybrid C. ‘Cornubia’.
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Mespilus germanica
Medlar
Very infrequent but perhaps increasing for its
‘unusual’ fruit. Gardens mostly.
CRATAEGUS (HAWTHORNS)
A large genus of small trees, incompletely
surveyed. A small collection of the native
Hawthorn varieties exists at Thwaite Hall.

Crataegus monogyna
Common Hawthorn
Common everywhere – perhaps the
commonest woody species in the area. Native
but widely imported leading to great variation
in such factors as leaf break/shedding and
blooming time. Some individuals are near
evergreen when young, a few others are
known to produce flowers in mid-winter
(a.k.a. ‘Glastonbury Thorn’) and are possibly of
continental origin. Flowers, usually white, tend
towards pink in many individuals. Variety
‘Fastigiata’ is very infrequent.
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Crataegus laevigata
Midland Hawthorn
Probably rare in the wild and perhaps also
appearing as hybrid, C. × media. However,
ornamental forms are widespread of which
“Red May” var. ‘Paul’s Scarlet’ and perhaps
‘Punicea Flore Plena’ are very frequent among
others less so.
Crataegus × lavallei
Hybrid Cockspur Thorn
Perhaps the most frequent of the exotic
thorns – in gardens, streets and parks,
particularly urban areas. Sheds leaf very late
and retains orange red fruits long into winter.
Crataegus persimilis ‘Prunifolia’
Broad Leaved Cockspur Thorn
Quite frequent in gardens and parks etc.
Brilliant autumn colour.
Crataegus × dippeliana
Tansy Leaved Thorn
Rare, Western Cemetery, Hull.

Crataegus mollis
Scarlet Thorn
A grouping of a number of possible very
similar species, rather infrequent. Mostly old
municipal plantings.
Crataegus chrysocarpa
Rare, The Lawns, Cottingham, somewhat
similar to C. mollis.
Other Hawthorns
The following have also been recorded at
Thwaite Hall, though nowhere else locally:
C. arnoldiana; C. wattiana; C. holmesiana;
C. grignonensis – more widespread than the
above. Yorkshire Champion at Thwaite Hall.
× CRATAEMESPILUS
A curious intergeneric hybrid of Crataegus and
Medlar.
× Crataemespilus grandiflora
Medlar Thorn
Very infrequent, mostly areas associated with
Hull University, also Bishop Burton College.

Eriobotrya japonica
Loquat
Infrequent but increasing since vogue for
‘Mediterranean’ gardens. Usually a shrub but
more rarely small tree. Fruiting and flowering
unusual in vc61.
PHOTINIA
Photinia × fraseri
A very frequent and increasing evergreen
garden shrub which can reach small tree size
in some situations. ‘Red Robin’ is by far the
commonest type but generally only bushy.
‘Robusta’ much rarer but more vigorous and
has already reached small tree size at Thwaite
Hall – potentially larger.
Photinia beauverdiana
Deciduous Photinia
Rare, formerly at Thwaite Hall.
Photinia davidiana
Only widespread as variegated form 'Palette'.

ERIOBOTRYA
Evergreen tree with large leaves.
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Rhamnus alaternus
Mediterranean Buckthorn

ELAEAGNACEAE

Fairly frequent in gardens, evergreen, usually
in shrubby variegated form. Green reverted
specimens may grow to small tree size –
Ellerker.

HIPPOPHAE (SEA BUCKTHORNS)
Hippophae rhamnoides
Sea Buckthorn
Native to some coastal areas, where locally
frequent, notably Spurn. Planted elsewhere –
roadsides and landscapes, less so in gardens.
Forms suckering thickets.

FRANGULA
Small shrubby plant, barely a tree.
Frangula alnus
Alder Buckthorn

ELAEAGNUS

Native, quite frequent locally on wet acid
ground. Mostly woods, some hedges, ‘wildlife’
plantings etc., less often gardens.

Elaeagnus umbellatus
Fairly frequent in gardens. A small shrubby
tree.

ULMACEAE

RHAMNACEAE
ULMUS (ELMS)
RHAMNUS (BUCKTHORNS)
Small shrubby trees.
Rhamnus catharticus
Purging Buckthorn
Native. Of similar size to but far less frequent
than hawthorn. Hedges, scrub, sometimes
woods originally, but now also increasingly
planted for wildlife, sometimes in quantity.
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Wheatley Elm
(Ulmus minor ‘Sarniensis’)
one of many to be found in
Bridlington with its distincitve
cone-shaped habit.

A difficult group with many clones and
hybrids. Severely depleted by Dutch Elm
Disease (DED).
Ulmus glabra
Wych Elm
Very frequent in many areas both urban and
rural. Most trees semi-mature following DED
but a few large, old examples still exist
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especially in north Wolds. Several varieties:
‘Pendula’ (Weeping Elm), very infrequent
(though still widespread in York);
‘Camperdown’ – very infrequent; ‘Exoniensis’
(Exeter Elm) very infrequent and decreasing
steadily. ‘Lutea’ (Golden Wych Elm) perhaps
now extinct in vc61.

Ulmus minor var. minor
Smooth Leaved Elm
Local variants infrequent perhaps? e.g. one at
Kilnwick that seems resistant to DED.
A few other local clones of U. minor exist in
vc61 that appear resistant to DED –
Shiptonthorpe; Spaldington.

Field Elms Ulmus minor forms
Ulmus procera
English Elm

There are a number of clones of this elm,
mostly reproducing by suckers and rarely
seed, some of them easily identified and
named others more obscure, perhaps very
local, but nevertheless overall, frequent.

Sometimes regarded as U. minor var. vulgaris.
Extinct as mature tree in vc61 since the mid
1980s. Still frequent as suckering
shrub/juvenile tree.

Ulmus minor ‘Sarniensis’
Wheatley Elm

Hybrid Elms

Once frequent in Hull as street tree, now rare
except Bridlington where still frequent and
striking; also less so in Filey.
Ulmus minor var. lockii
Plot Elm
Identified in Crackles ‘Flora’ as hybridising with
U. glabra. Perhaps accounts for many
suckering shrubby clones in vc61?
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Ulmus × hollandica ‘Vegeta’
Huntingdon Elm

Exeter Elm
(Ulmus glabra ‘Exoniensis’) on
Goodard Avenue, Hull. The
contorted leaves are characteristic
of this species.

Locally fairly frequent in some urban areas,
but not wild. Declining due to gradual attrition
by DED.
Ulmus × hollandica ‘Hollandica’
Dutch Elm
Includes new plantings of DED resistant
clones, quite infrequent so far but increasing;
variety 'Lobel' seems to be the commonest.
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Ulmus ‘Sapporo Autumn Gold’
DED resistant clone, infrequently planted in
urban areas (widely so in York).
Other Elms
Ulmus parvifolia
Chinese Elm
Rare, Skipsea.
Ulmus laevis
Fluttering Elm
Rare, three trees, Dunswell. A nationally
scarce European continental species. Rarely
planted, its presence at Dunswell is
mysterious, perhaps linked to the Dutch
connected local market garden industry?
ZELKOVA
Related and similar to Elms.
Zelkova serrata
Keaki
Very infrequent as young trees, usually in
gardens.
Zelkova carpinifolia
Caucasian Elm
Rare, young tree, Bishop Burton College.
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MORACEAE

MACLURA
Deciduous tree related to Fig.

MORUS (MULBERRIES)
Two species in vc61.
Morus nigra
Black Mulberry
Quite frequent, mostly old gardens and
orchards, notably Wilberforce House, Hull and
increasingly popular in newer sites. Much the
commoner species. Often fruits well.
Morus alba
White Mulberry
Infrequent, though increasingly planted,
sometimes in weeping form, ’Pendula’; more
rarely in continental shade variety
‘Platanifolia’. Both modern and old gardens,
one school in Beverley. Also known to fruit.
FICUS (FIGS)
Single warmth loving species.
Ficus carica
Common Fig

Maclura pomifera
Osage Orange
Rare, Thwaite Hall. Not known to fruit here.

NOTHOFAGACEAE
NOTHOFAGUS (SOUTHERN BEECHES)
Only a few of these occur in vc61.
Nothofagus obliqua
Roble Beech
Rather infrequent but much the most
widespread species in vc61. Reasonable
growth but no mature specimens.
Nothofagus alpina
Rauli
Rare, except Birdsall, where in plantation.
Nothofagus antarctica
Antarctic Beech
Rare, once at Cleminson Hall, Cottingham.

Quite frequent, usually shrubby, characteristic
of old walled gardens but also many new ones.
Suitable varieties fruit well in warm years.
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Nothofagus menziesii
Silver Beech
Rare, one young tree, Thwaite Hall.

FAGACEAE
FAGUS (BEECHES)
With several species but only one at all
common.
Fagus sylvatica
Common Beech
Common, native but probably not to vc61.
Often self-sown/half naturalised here but less
often than might be expected, considering it
does so more freely in many regions as far
north as Morayshire. Woods, timber
plantations, hedgerows, shelterbelts, gardens,
estates etc. particularly in rural areas. A major
feature of Wolds landscape.
Several ornamental forms exist: ‘Dawyck’
(Fastigiate Beech) – quite infrequent;
‘Pendula’ (Weeping Beech) quite infrequent,
(purple forms of these two are rarer);
‘Purpurea’ (Copper Beech) – various forms are
common including rare form, ‘Tricolor’ –
Cleminson Hall; ‘Aspleniifolia’ (Fern Leaved
Beech) – infrequent – purple form ‘Rohanii’,
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rare – Thwaite Hall; ‘Cristata’ (Cockscomb
Beech) rare – South Cave; ‘Zlatia’ (golden
beech) rare, Wassand; F. sylvatica var. latifolia
– a rare variant, Thwaite Hall.
CASTANEA (SWEET CHESTNUT)
Large tree, not native but naturalised
particularly in the south.
Castanea sativa
Sweet Chestnut
Frequent, large gardens, estates, parks,
sometimes copses and plantations away from
chalk. Ripe nuts produced quite regularly on
some trees in vc61, but rarely self-sown here.
Curious, because in many areas including
some well north of here, it does so. Variegated
form, rare, Thwaite Hall.
QUERCUS (OAKS)
A very large genus. The following are the main
species in vc61.
Quercus robur
Common Oak

Turkey Oak (Quercus cerris).
A very large specimen in the
grounds of Castle Hill Hospital.

Native, common away from the Wolds,
especially the Vale of York where it is the
dominant tree. Planted and self-sown in
woods, hedges, fields, parks and gardens,
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scrub. Much the most numerous oak of the
region. Q. robur ‘Fastigiata’ (Cypress Oak) is
rather infrequent though increasing. Q. robur
‘Purpurea’ is rare – Londesborough.

Quercus ilex
Holm Oak
Frequent, particularly urban and coastal
districts. Usually in parks and gardens but also
some roadside and more rural landscape
planting, e.g. around the Humber Bridge.
Sometimes self-sown but not naturalised.

Quercus petraea
Sessile Oak
Durmast Oak
Native, though perhaps not to vc61? Fairly
frequent, though usually planted. Truly wild
populations perhaps in the west towards the
Derwent. Intermediate hybrids (Q. × rosacea)
with Q. robur occur perhaps more frequently
than the species?

Quercus × turneri ‘Pseudoturneri’
Turner’s Oak
Very infrequent and widely scattered. Parks
and gardens. A hybrid of Q. ilex and Q. robur.
Most in vc61 are old trees. The tree at Bishop
Burton is height champion.

Quercus cerris
Turkey Oak
Frequent in copses, fields, some hedges, parks
and large gardens in most districts including
chalk. Vigorous, one of the largest trees of the
region. Yorkshire Champion at Boynton.
Locally self-sown, occasionally abundantly, but
generally less than might be expected. Hybrids
with Q. robur occur e.g. near Holme on
Spalding Moor and perhaps back crosses with
Q. × hispanica which may be semi-evergreen.
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Quercus × crenata
Lucombe Oak

Lucombe Oak (Quercus × crenata)
one of many in Pearson Park.

Fairly frequent, variable – some clones squat
and closer to Q. suber parent, others tall,
closer to Q. cerris parent. Variably
evergreen/semi-evergreen. Sometimes
self-sown and perhaps back crossed with
Q. cerris. Many specimens in Pearson Park,
Hull and the A19, south of Escrick.
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Rarer Oak species
Quercus suber
Cork Oak

American Oaks
Only a few of many species are grown in East
Yorkshire, many limited by climate and or
unsuitable soil types.

Rare, Thwaite Hall. Perhaps likely to increase?
Quercus canariensis
Algerian Oak
Rare, Thwaite Hall, Bishop Burton.
Quercus macranthera
Caucasian Oak

Quercus rubra
Red Oak
Frequent and by far the commonest American
Oak in East Yorkshire. Gardens, parks, a few
streets. Occasionally in plantations or woods.
Acorns are produced but do not usually
develop fully in vc61 so not self-sown here.

Quercus macrocarpa
Burr Oak
Rare, not thriving; Skipsea.
The following oaks, recently planted at
Thwaite Hall include: Q. glauca; Q. bicolor;
Q. rhizophylla; Q. polymorpha.

JUGLANDACEAE
JUGLANS (WALNUTS)
Large distinctive trees.

Rare, Thwaite Hall.
Quercus frainetto
Hungarian Oak
Very infrequent. Large individual in Western
Cemetery, Hull.
Quercus castanaefolia
Chestnut Oak
Rare, young trees, Bishop Burton.
Quercus variabilis
Chinese Cork Oak
Rare. Yorkshire Champion, though young, at
Thwaite Hall.
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Quercus palustris
Pin Oak
Infrequent but increasingly planted in urban
spaces. Yorkshire Champion, Thwaite Hall.
Quercus coccinea
Scarlet Oak
Very infrequent but grows well in other parts
of Yorkshire. Young trees, Skipsea.
Quercus phellos
Willow Oak
Rather rare and poorly developed in vc61;
Skipsea.

Juglans regia
Common Walnut
Frequent. Parkland, estates, fields, some
gardens; mostly rural. Characteristic of old
farmyards. One young plantation – Burton
Agnes. Fruits, though usually small are
regularly produced. Grows well in vc61 and
sometimes self-regenerates. Form ‘Laciniata’
rare.
Juglans nigra
Black Walnut
Infrequent but perhaps increasing. Mostly in
estates, large gardens. Grows well in vc61 –
largest measured (now felled) at over 4 m
girth was in Beverley. Specimen in Hessle
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cemetery once bore mistletoe. Fruits – regular
but not generally viable.

PLATYCARYA
Platycarya strobilacea

Juglans ailantifolia
Japanese Walnut

Rare, growing quite well in one north Wolds
private collection.

Rare, Bishop Burton College. Erratic but viable
fruiting.

BETULACEAE

Juglans mandshurica
Butternut

BETULA (BIRCHES)
A large genus with many species and
sometimes confusing hybrids.

Rare, Thwaite Hall. Rarely fruits. Has also been
identified as J. cinerea.

Betula pendula
Silver Birch

CARYA (HICKORY)
This closely related genus has only been
recorded in vc61 as young trees in one garden.
PTEROCARYA (WINGNUTS)
Several species.
Pterocarya fraxinifolia
Caucasian Wingnut
Very infrequent, Yorkshire Champion at
Thwaite Hall. Vigorously suckering.
Pterocarya rhoifolia
Japanese Wingnut

Black Walnut (Juglans nigra)
in Hessle Cemetery. This specimen
is one of the region’s finest.

Native, common. In gardens, parks, streets as
well as wild situations, though may be
confused and hybridised with B. pubescens,
particularly in the wild. Several ornamental
forms – notably strongly weeping ‘Youngii’
(very frequent); ‘Tristis’, perhaps just a more
weeping natural variant (fairly frequent) and
cut leaved ‘Dalecarlica’ (infrequent). Golden,
copper and fastigiate forms rather less
frequent.

Rare, National Champion at Thwaite Hall.
Sparse suckering.
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Betula pubescens
Downy Birch
Native, probably commoner in the wild than B.
pendula particularly on wet acidic soils. Much
less often planted in gardens etc. and if so,
probably by mistake.
Exotic Birches
There are a number of these and many are
becoming increasingly common.
Betula utilis
Himalayan Birch
Becoming very frequent, usually as subspecies
jacquemontii or one of its extra white barked
varieties. Mainly gardens, parks etc. also street
planting, occasionally in ‘wilder’ localities like
village ponds etc.
Betula ermanii
Erman’s Birch
Infrequent but increasing. Mainly young trees
but also older specimens as street trees in
Hull. Some are perhaps hybrids with
B. pendula/B. pubescens.
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Betula nigra
Black Birch
Infrequent but increasing, including in a
number of urban plantings in Hull. The
National Champion grows at Thwaite Hall.
Betula albosinensis
Chinese Red Bark Birch
Infrequent but increasing – most often as
richly coloured variety septentrionalis. Some
hybrids occur with other species perhaps.
Mostly young trees.
Betula papyrifera
Paper Bark Birch
Infrequent, perhaps decreasing. Two of the
best have been lost from Thwaite Hall in
recent years. Hull and Beverley have several as
street trees, though some may be hybrids.
Nationally girth significant specimens grow at
Dunnington.
Betula alleghaniensis
Yellow Birch
Rare, Thwaite Hall.

Betula caerulea-grandis
Betula × caerulea
Blue Birch
Rare if true species, or hybrid, perhaps of B.
papyrifera – of doubtful identity. Thwaite Hall.
Betula medwediewii
Transcaucasian Birch
Rare, garden in Everingham. Shrubby.
ALNUS (ALDERS)
Several species in vc61.
Alnus glutinosa
Common Alder
Native, frequent in wet areas, rather less so
elsewhere. Forms characteristic ‘Alder carr’
vegetation type in wet woods, swamps etc.
Ornamental forms include cut leaved
‘Laciniata’ and ‘Imperialis’ and are infrequent
in parks and gardens.
Alnus incana
Grey Alder
Frequent and widely planted in urban and
rural areas, often regenerating by suckers and
may form thickets. Very early catkins – often
January. Ornamental forms ‘Aurea’ (including
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one ‘Champion’), ‘Pendula’ and ‘Laciniata’ are
infrequent/very infrequent in gardens.
Alnus cordata
Italian Alder
Very frequent in urban areas – streets, parks,
gardens. Yorkshire Champion at Thwaite Hall.
Widely self-sown on waste ground etc. Retains
leaf very late, often well into December.
Alnus rubra
Red Alder
Very infrequent in vc61. Beverley Minster,
Skipsea, etc.
Alnus × spaethii
Spaeth’s Alder
Rare, Humber Bridge Country Park, Skipsea.
CORYLUS (HAZEL)
One native and two introduced species.
Corylus avellana
Common Hazel
Native, common in hedges, woods and
gardens. Shrubby multi-stemmed tree. Early
catkins – from late December onwards and
edible nut crop. Ornamental variety ‘Contorta’
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(Corkscrew Hazel) is frequent; cutleaf, golden
and pendulous forms, much rarer.
Corylus maxima
Filbert
Fairly frequent in its ornamental purple form.
Varieties of Filbert for nuts can be grown but
may be hybrids with C. avellana.
Corylus colurna
Turkish Hazel
Becoming frequent and recently widely
planted as urban street tree, particularly in
Hull. Early catkins and abundant crop of nuts
often produced. Growing rapidly, though yet
to attain full size in vc61.
CARPINUS (HORNBEAM)
One species, native, though not to vc61.
Carpinus betulus
Hornbeam
Fairly common, gardens, parks, estates, copses
and some plantations. Also hedges.
Sometimes self-sown, though less often than
might be expected. Variety ‘Fastigiata’ is very
frequent particularly in urban areas.

OSTRYA (HOP HORNBEAM)
Ostrya carpinifolia
European Hop Hornbeam
Rare, Thwaite Hall.

CELASTRACEAE
EUONYMUS (SPINDLE TREES)
Mostly small and shrubby in nature.
Euonymus europaeus
Common Spindle Tree
Increasingly frequent, probably native to vc61
but so widely planted that its status is difficult
to assess. Barely a tree, mostly in hedges and
‘wildlife’ plantings. Also parks and gardens.
Euonymus japonicus
Japanese Spindle
Quite frequent, gardens and parks,
ornamental hedges particularly near coast.
Evergreen, can grow into small tree if
unpruned. Variegated forms are as abundant
as pure green.
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Euonymus phellomanus
Rare, usually a shrub but has attained small
tree size in one north Wolds private collection.

CUNONIACEAE
EUCRYPHIA
Lovely flowering evergreens growing poorly in
vc61.
Eucryphia × nymansensis
Nyman’s Hybrid Eucryphia
The only species at all widespread in vc61 and
even so, very infrequent. Usually shrubby in
vc61 but potentially a tree to 20 m. Largest
recorded in vc61 at Swanland (girth 73 cm) has
now died. Other species of Eucryphia seem
very rare in vc61.

SALICACEAE

Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) in
St Marys Church grounds, Cottingham.

POPULUS (POPLARS)
A large and varied group with many clones and
hybrids only some of which are identified
here. Many grow rapidly very tall and are
widespread in Hull – Boothferry Road having a
range of magnificent specimens.
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Populus nigra
Black Poplar
A native species with several clones. P. nigra
ssp. betulifolia is the true wild type. Probably
always planted in vc61, old specimens both
male and female mainly in a few farmyards. A
male clone known as ‘Manchester Poplar’ is
also planted, sometimes in quantity, in some
urban parks etc., e.g. Leconfield Barracks; a
fairly frequent and potentially large female
form, rather upright/arching, perhaps back
crossed with Lombardy (P. nigra ‘Italica’) also
occurs. P. nigra ‘Italica’ (Lombardy Poplar) is a
male clone frequent in lowland districts both
rural and urban – some may be variety
‘Planteriensis’; P. nigra ‘Foemina’ (Female
Lombardy) is a female clone at least as
common as ‘Italica’.
Populus × canadensis
Hybrid Black Poplars
Very frequent and usually vigorous in urban
parks, streets, rural plantations, shelterbelts
etc. There are many clones – a few of the most
distinct listed here:
Populus ‘Robusta’
Now the commonest, very big, fast,
widespread in urban and rural districts –
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Some of the collection of poplars
along Boothferry Road.

distinct early coppery young leaves. Male.
There are other similar clones.
Populus ‘Serotina’
Black Italian Poplar
Male clone becoming less frequent but some
massive old trees still in Hull. Very late into
leaf. ‘Serotina Aurea’ is an infrequent golden
form.

Populus ‘Regenerata’
Railway Poplar
A loose grouping of female clones of variable
frequency. Some big old trees in Hull (perhaps
variety ‘Marilandica’). Commonest clone
resembles female ‘Serotina’ but earlier and
greener into leaf. Another resembles a female
‘Robusta’ but later into leaf and less coppery.
Masses of fluffy seeds are characteristic of all
female clones.
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Balsam poplars
Frequent both rural and urban areas in parks
and plantations, shelterbelts etc. Distinct in
their strong sweet resinous scent in spring.
Hybrid types are largely superseding species,
commonest of which is P. ‘Balsam Spire’, a
towering vigorous tree which is female.
All types are tall and very early leafing
(March), and not always easy to distinguish.
The two main species are P. trichocarpa
(Western Balsam) and P. balsamifera (Eastern
Balsam), though some authorities regard the
former as only a subspecies of the latter.
Often clonal and male, females rarer. Profuse
suckering is a feature of some trees (claimed
particularly characteristic for the eastern
species) and many East Yorkshire specimens of
these are semi-naturalised.
Populus × jackii
Balm of Gilead
Another balsam also fairly frequent in parks
and gardens usually as variegated form
‘Aurora’, which is female and generally of
modest proportions for a poplar. Suckering
freely.

Populus × generosa
Noble Poplar
Hybrids of Black and Balsam generally
infrequent but may occur in quantity in
shelterbelts, copses etc. – perhaps variety
‘Beaupre’. Quite large but rather sparse
foliage.
Other Poplars
Populus tremula
Aspen
Native, locally quite frequent in damp woods,
scrub, hedgerows etc. Not often planted.
Spreading clonally, sometimes extensively by
suckering.
Populus alba
White Poplar
Frequent, parks, road verges, shelterbelts
particularly coastal caravan parks. Suckering
vigorously. Flashing white in the sun.
‘Pyramidalis’ (Brolle’s Poplar) is a fastigiate
variety rather infrequent and also suckering.
Populus × canescens
Grey Poplar
Frequent, naturalised in similar places to
Aspen (are there intermediates?). Suckering
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extensively and may form copses. Can become
large. Somewhat fastigiate forms occur in
youth e.g. in Hotham area.
Populus simonii
Simon’s Poplar
Generally rare – Stillingfleet; formerly Fairfax
Avenue, Hull.
SALIX (WILLOWS)
Perhaps the most complex and difficult to
identify precisely of all local tree genera. There
are a number of reasonably clear main
species, though some authorities dispute even
these. Also though, there are many shades of
hybridisation between some of these species.
A further complication is the number of
selected clones often of unclear parentage
which might be encountered, sometimes in
quantity in landscaping, biomass projects etc.
It is beyond the scope of this inventory to
describe these.
Native Willows
In addition to those described, a range of
other small often shrubby native willows and
their hybrids have also been recorded
including and involving S. purpurea, S. aurita
and unclear clonal selections.
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Salix alba
White Willow
Native. Largest of the more distinctive species
and generally very frequent in damp areas and
along water courses, also parks and
landscapes – notably Hull estates.
Several clones and varieties: var. sericea
(Silver Willow) – infrequent, ornamental parks,
National Champion, Thwaite Hall;
‘Chermesina’ (Coral Bark Willow) quite
frequent, visible from a distance in winter;
‘Britzensis’ is a similar clone; ‘Caerulea’
(Cricket Bat willow) in a few plantations
perhaps? Hybrids with S. fragilis also claimed
to occur (S. × rubens).
Salix fragilis
Crack Willow
Native, frequent often mixed with S. alba,
though smaller and less graceful and may
hybridise. Several clones are known.
Salix triandra
Almond Willow
Native probably very localised in wet places.
Hornsea Mere, perhaps elsewhere.
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Salix pentandra
Bay Willow
Native, generally quite infrequent and
localised in the wild in marshy places. Also
planted fairly frequently in Hull parks and
elsewhere.
Salix caprea
Goat Willow
Native, frequent in a range of habitats from
damp woods to waste ground and gardens.
‘Kilmarnock’ is weeping male form frequent in
gardens. Also hybridized with S. cinerea
(below).
Salix cinerea
Grey Willow
Native, common in woods, hedges, heaths,
marshes etc. Generally small bushy tree. There
is a range of forms and hybrids claimed of this
species.
Salix viminalis
Osier
Native, frequent, particularly river banks.
Sometimes planted for ornament in parks etc.
Small gangly tree, often coppiced. Hybrids are
recorded.

Other Willows
Salix daphnoides
Infrequent in gardens and parks etc. Usually
coppiced.
Salix × sepulcralis ‘Chrysocoma’
Golden Weeping Willow
Common in urban areas and sometimes
planted in wilder locations. Parks, gardens,
ponds, stream sides.
Salix × sepulcralis ‘Salamonii’
Salamon’s Weeping Willow
Generally very infrequent except in Hull,
Costello Park, Boothferry Road and elsewhere.
Salix babylonica
Chinese Weeping Willow
Has two ornamental clones encountered in
vc61; var. pekinensis ‘Tortuosa’ (Corkscrew
Willow – frequent in gardens and parks, and
S. × babylonica ‘Crispa’ (Dragon’s Claw
Willow), rather rare – Stillingfleet, Cottingham.
S. × erythroflexuosa is another ‘corkscrew’
willow but much smaller tree, fairly frequent
in gardens.
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MYRTACEAE
EUCALYPTUS (GUM TREES)
Numerous species which can be hard to
identify. Most are close to their hardiness limit
in vc61. The species described below may not
be an exhaustive list as new ones are always
being introduced. Their rapid growth and
potential size means many are felled long
before maturity.
Other species including: E. viminalis; E. nitens;
E. parvifolia; E. globulus; E. coccifera have
been recorded but have not established in
vc61 for various reasons.
Eucalyptus gunnii
Cider Gum
Frequent and by far the commonest species,
in gardens of all sizes, parks, estates. Mostly
urban but also many in isolated rural areas
including farmyards and even fields. Largest
specimens around 20 m so far, perhaps
unlikely to much exceed this in vc61. Damaged
or even killed by severe winters, particularly
west of Wolds.

Eucalyptus pauciflora
Snow Gum
Infrequent, mostly in form niphophila, more
rarely debuzevillei. Mainly gardens. Smaller
and hardier than E. gunnii.
Eucalyptus dalrympliana
Kindling Bark
Very infrequent as many were killed in 2010.
Eucalyptus perriniana
Spinning Gum
Very infrequent, mainly gardens. Often
coppiced for juvenile foliage.
Eucalyptus glaucescens
Tingiringi Gum
Rare, has flourished in a Walkington garden
for more than 20 years.
Eucalyptus cordata
Silver Gum
Rare, Beverley.

ANACARDIACEAE
RHUS
Rhus typhina
Stag’s Horn Sumach
Frequent in gardens, shrub or small tree. May
spread by suckers. Form ‘Laciniata’ also quite
frequent.
Rhus verniciflua
Varnish Tree
Rare, Thwaite Hall – has since died but grew
well.

SAPINDACEAE
KOELREUTERIA (SOAPBERRY)
Koelreuteria paniculata
Pride-of-India
Infrequent, mostly small specimens. Mostly in
private gardens, also Queen’s Gardens, Hull.
Fruits well in warm years and may regenerate.
AESCULUS (HORSE CHESTNUTS, BUCKEYES)
One distinctive well known tree and a number
of others.
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Aesculus hippocastanum
Common Horse Chestnut
Common and widely planted in most districts,
frequently self-sown. A less common
double-flowered, seedless form occurs.
Aesculus hippocastanum f. laciniata is rare,
one tree in South Cave.
Aesculus × carnea
Red Horse Chestnut
Less common though second to above in
abundance and a hybrid of it. Smaller, usually
cankered. Named form ‘Briotii’ has extra red
flowers.

Pride-of-India (Koelreuteria paniculata)
in full fruit in Thwaite Hall botanic garden.

Aesculus × plantierensis
Rare (hedge near Market Weighton), a back
cross with the two above.
Aesculus flava
Yellow Buckeye
Infrequent, thinly scattered in a variety of
locations from gardens to country estates.
Tree in Beverley is host to Mistletoe.
Aesculus indica
Indian Horse Chestnut

gardens – several good specimens on Hull
University campus, though very few yet fully
mature in vc61. An exceptional specimen at
Boynton is the largest measured in the UK.
Aesculus hybrida
Hybrid Buckeye
Rare, Pickering Park, Hull.

Aesculus pavia
Red Buckeye
Rare, Thwaite Hall. Dainty tree, parent of
H. × carnea.
Aesculus × neglecta
Rare, in form ‘Erythroblastos’ (Sunrise Horse
Chestnut) at Thwaite Hall.

Still quite infrequent but increasing;
occasionally self-sown. Mainly parks and large
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Aesculus californica
Californian Buckeye
Rare, Thwaite Hall.
Aesculus glabra
Ohio Buckeye
Rather rare as young tree, Thwaite Hall and
Skipsea.
ACER (MAPLES)
A very widespread genus with many species.
Acer pseudoplatanus
Sycamore
Common almost everywhere. Grows to large
size even in exposed places. Although not
considered native it is totally naturalised.
Often grown for timber. Several common
ornamental forms are quite frequent e.g.
‘Purpurea’, ‘Variegata’, ‘Worlei’ (golden),
‘Brilliantissimum’ (dwarf pink). The first two
sometimes also self-sown.
Acer platanoides
Norway Maple
Common, particularly urban streets, parks and
gardens but also rural woods, estates, villages
and some plantations where it is often
self-sown and more or less naturalised.
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A gigantic specimen of Sycamore
(Acer pseudoplatanus) on New Walk in Beverley,
one of the largest in Yorkshire.

Several ornamental forms also common, e.g.
purple ‘Crimson King’ and variegated
‘Drummondii’ among others; a form of
fastigiate habit, ‘Columnare’, widely planted in
streets. There is a recent introduction with
golden foliage and several with abnormal
foliage like ‘Cucullatum’ (Thwaite Hall) and
‘Palmatifidum’ (Walkington).
Acer platanoides 'Schwedleri' is quite frequent
but rather less so than darker forms. National
girth champion is at Bishop Burton

Acer campestre
Field Maple
Common, native, particularly in Holderness.
Hedges, woods, roadsides, gardens and parks.
Ornamental varieties are rarer, though a
fastigiate form is becoming widespread in
streets.
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Acer cappadocicum
Cappadocian Maple
Quite frequent, mainly parks, gardens, streets,
cemeteries in many areas. May reproduce by
suckers in abandoned gardens etc. Golden and
purple ornamental forms are rarer.
Acer lobelii
Lobel’s Maple
Similar foliage to A. cappadocicum and
regarded by some as a variant of it but much
more upright in habit. Also much rarer as
mature tree e.g. Thwaite Hall (grafted on
A. cappadocicum).
Acer saccharinum
Silver Maple
Very frequent, particularly in urban areas;
parks, gardens, streets, cemeteries etc. Most
commonly in cut-leaved form laciniatum.
Acer saccharum
Sugar Maple
Rare, Thwaite Hall.

Acer rubrum
Red Maple
Infrequent with few large examples. Young
named forms like ‘October Glory’ becoming
more frequent in gardens.
Acer negundo
Box Elder
Quite frequent, mainly urban parks, gardens
and streets but also rural villages, etc.
Ornamental forms – variegated, golden etc.
also widespread.
Acer palmatum
Japanese Maple
Frequent, usually small and in one of its many
ornamental forms but some larger type
specimens also occur. Mainly gardens and
parks.
Acer japonicum
Downy Japanese Maple
Less frequent than above – in similar
circumstances. The golden form of closely
related A. shirasawanum also occasionally
seen, e.g. Burnby Hall entrance.

Acer circinatum
Vine Maple
Similar to A. japonicum but much rarer.
Thwaite Hall.
Acer griseum
Paper Bark Maple
Infrequent but increasing. Mostly young and
small but with a few moderate sized
specimens. Mainly gardens.
Acer tataricum var. ginnala
Amur Maple
Rather infrequent e.g. Boothferry Road, Hull.
Parks, gardens etc.
Acer macrophyllum
Oregon Maple
Rare, Thwaite Hall, formerly also South Dalton
estate.
Acer velutinum
Downy Maple
Rare, as form vanvolxemii at Thwaite Hall.
Acer henryi
Henry’s Maple
Rare, Thwaite Hall. Sometimes regarded as a
form of A. cissifolium.
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Acer triflorum
Rough Barked Maple
Rare, young tree Bishop Burton College.
Snake Bark Maples
These are distinctive smallish trees with
characteristic striped bark, becoming quite
frequent in gardens and parks, occasionally
streets. Almost always young specimens.
Acer davidii
Pere David’s Maple
The most frequent species with several named
forms. Sometimes seen as a street tree in Hull.
Acer grosseri var. hersii
Hers’ Maple
Young trees, Bishop Burton College woods,
formerly Thwaite Hall.
Acer capillipes
Red Budded Snakebark
Occasionally encountered.
Acer pensylvanicum
Moosewood
Very infrequent – Kexby.
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DIPTERONIA
Dipteronia sinensis
Rare, usually a shrub but has reached tree size
in one north Wolds garden and appears to be
one of the largest recorded specimens in UK.

RUTACEAE
PHELLODENDRON (CORK TREES)
Phellodendron lavallei
Japanese Cork Tree
Rather rare. Yorkshire Champion at Thwaite
Hall. Fruits well with viable seed.

SIMAROUBACEAE
AILANTHUS
One widespread species.
Ailanthus altissima
Tree of Heaven
Quite frequent mainly in urban areas but also
many rural localities. Parks, gardens and
streets. Sometimes reproduces by suckers and
perhaps occasionally by seed.

MALVACEAE
TILIA (LIMES)
Several species are common in vc61.
Tilia cordata
Small Leaved Lime
Frequent, but less so than the two other
British species. Native perhaps to vc61 but not
occurring as a wild tree today. Parks, estates,
sometimes hedgerows, streets etc. Variety
‘Greenspire’ becoming used in landscapes.
Tilia platyphyllos
Large Leaved Lime
Very frequent in urban and rural situations.
Native to vc61 perhaps but unknown as a wild
tree. Regenerates from seed locally also
vegetatively. Several varieties: ‘Rubra’ (Red
Twigged Lime) quite frequent though not
always clearly defined; ‘Laciniata’ (Cut Leaved
Lime) – very infrequent – Hotham Hall, The
Lawns, Cottingham; ‘Fastigiata’ becoming
more frequent.
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frequent, usually as a specimen tree. Often
obviously grafted.

Tilia × europaea
Common Lime
Quite common particularly in urban streets
and parks, also rural localities – estates etc.
Several clones.

HOHERIA (LACEBARK)
New Zealand species.
Hoheria sexstylosa

Tilia × euchlora
Caucasian Lime

Rare, recorded at Bishop Burton College.
H. lyallii once grew at Sewerby.

Frequent in urban areas, sometimes to replace
species above, but a small ungainly tree in
maturity.

CORNACEAE

Tilia americana
American Lime

CORNUS (DOGWOODS)
A few tree-like species occur in this mainly
shrubby genus.

Fairly frequent in Hull, less so elsewhere in
clonal forms perhaps. Hull also has many of
the semi-pendulous form ‘Vestita’ for no
obvious reason.

In addition to the following other potential
tree dogwoods like C. florida and hybrids are
sometimes planted but are unlikely to flourish
in the cool summer climate of vc61.

Tilia tomentosa
Silver Lime
Infrequent but may be found almost
anywhere.
Tilia × petiolaris
Silver Weeping Lime
Often regarded as a variant of T. tomentosa,
but distinct and striking in appearance. Fairly
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Weeping American Lime
(Tilia americana)
in East Park, Hull.

Cornus mas
Cornelian Cherry
Rather infrequent, gardens, parks in many
locations. Flowering February/March, with
fruits sometimes produced though rarely
prolifically in vc61.
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Cornus kousa
Japanese Flowering Dogwood

ERICACEAE

Infrequent but increasing, generally seen as
only a shrub in vc61 gardens.

ARBUTUS
Small evergreen tree with distinctive fruits.

Cornus controversa
Table Dogwood

Arbutus unedo
Strawberry Tree

Rare in type form, the best individual having
been destroyed by development at Cleminson
Hall, Cottingham. Variegated form however
increasingly frequent in gardens, though as yet
usually small.

Quite infrequent but increasing, mainly in
gardens but sometimes elsewhere. Selected
forms include pink flowered and dwarfer
types. Other spp. of Arbutus exist but seem
very rare or absent in vc61.

NYSSACEAE

STYRAX

DAVIDIA

Styrax japonica
Snowbell Tree

One botanically unique species.

Rare, Thwaite Hall. Many other species of
Styrax but unknown in vc61.

Davidia involucrata
Handkerchief Tree
Dove Tree
Ghost Tree
Very infrequent but increasing perhaps. Most
specimens are relatively young or well below
mature size in vc61.
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OLEACEAE
Weeping Silver Lime
(Tilia x petiolaris) in All Saints
Church grounds, South Cave.

FRAXINUS (ASHES)
Several species in vc61.
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Fraxinus excelsior
Common Ash
Common, perhaps the region’s commonest
large tree, particularly on the Wolds. Woods,
plantations, hedgerows, parks, gardens,
streets, waste ground etc. Recently subject to
Ash Die Back disease, which may reduce
population considerably. F. excelsior ‘Pendula’
(Weeping Ash) is quite frequent; ‘Pendula
Wentworthii’ (Wentworth Ash) similar to wild
type but with more pendulous branches –
perhaps just a natural variation, infrequent;
‘Diversifolia’ (Single Leaved Ash) – very
infrequent, mostly in Hull; ‘Jaspidea’ (Golden
Ash) – quite frequent.
Fraxinus angustifolia
Narrow Leaved Ash
Fairly frequent in various forms. The type
sometimes mixed with F. excelsior in
landscape plantings, perhaps by mistake, e.g.
Humber Bridge. Limited evidence of
self-regeneration. Very few mature trees.
Fraxinus angustifilia oxycarpa ‘Raywood’
Claret Ash
Quite frequent as street and park tree,
particularly in Hull.
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Golden Ash
(Fraxinus excelsior
‘Jaspidea’) in
Pickering Park, Hull.

Fraxinus ornus
Manna Ash
Fairly frequent in Hull, less so elsewhere.
Parks, gardens, streets. Sometimes
self-regenerates.
Fraxinus pennsylvanica
Red Ash
Fairly frequent in Hull, though far less so
elsewhere. Many Hull trees are of similar age,
often with leaning trunk. Perhaps planted en
masse 50 or so years ago and again more
recently.

Fraxinus velutina
Arizona Ash
Rare, young trees, Skipsea.
LIGUSTRUM (PRIVETS)
Ligustrum lucidum
Chinese Privet
Infrequent but increasing due to recent
landscape popularity. Few older trees. The
variegated form is commoner than the green
type. The variegated specimen in Hessle is
National Champion.
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Ligustrum ovalifolium
Common Privet
Common in gardens usually clipped as hedge
etc. May develop into small tree, particularly
in abandoned gardens. Golden form very
frequent.
SYRINGA
Syringa vulgaris
Lilac
Common and shrubby but often reaching
small tree size, with numerous cultivated
forms in gardens. The wild type, usually white
flowered, is sometimes feral on waste ground,
abandoned gardens, etc. where it spreads by
suckers. It may originate from graft stock of
ornamental forms. Other species and hybrids
of Lilac like S. × josiflexa are less common and
normally regarded as shrubs.
OLEA
Olea europaea
Olive

Variegated Chinese Privet (Ligustrum lucidum) in a private garden in Hessle.
This tree is the largest recorded in the UK.

Becoming quite frequent following recent
fashion for 'Mediterranean' gardens. Includes
semi-mature imported transplants from Italy
and elsewhere, as well as smaller, young
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plants. The former rarely seem to thrive, but
the latter have flourished and, in some
instances, borne ripe fruit. Likely to be killed
or maimed in severe winters in vc61 but time
will tell. A few survived the December 2010
freeze.

Foxglove Tree
(Paulownia tomentosa)
in Pickering Park, Hull.

PHYLLYREA
Phyllyrea latifolia
Green Olive
Rare, Skidby, formerly at Wetwang post office.

LAMIACEAE
VITEX
Vitex agnus-castus
Chaste Tree
Rare, Beverley. Shrub sized but flowering in
late summer.

PAULOWNIACEAE
PAULOWNIA (FOXGLOVE TREE)
Several species only one of which is at all
frequent. Other species of Paulownia are
known but are very rare/ unknown in vc61.
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Paulownia tomentosa
Foxglove Tree
Rather infrequent but increasing. Specimens in
warmer areas flower well but many are
erratic. Viable seed may also be produced with
very occasional regeneration. P. lilacina
(earlier, paler, larger flowers) possible at
Pickering Park, Hull where some
self-regeneration is evident – regarded as only
a form of P. tomentosa by some authorities.

BIGNONIACEAE
CATALPA (INDIAN BEAN TREES)
Exotic looking large leaved trees.
Catalpa bignoniodes
Southern Indian Bean
Rather infrequent but increasing, mostly, but
by no means exclusively in urban areas.
Usually gardens or parks but also some
streets. Few older trees of size. May produce
seed pods in reasonably warm years. Yellow
‘Aurea’ is more infrequent.
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Catalpa × erubescens
Hybrid Indian Bean
About as frequent as above and in similar
localities but usually larger and more vigorous.
Heavy crops of pods usually produced.
Exceptional specimen in Goddard Avenue,
Hull.

Hybrid Indian Bean
(Catalpa x erubescens)
easily missed amongst the
trees along Goddard
Avenue, Hull.

Catalpa ovata
Yellow Catalpa
Rare, Cleminson Estate, Cottingham and
formerly at Thwaite Hall.

AQUIFOLIACEAE
ILEX (HOLLY)
Abundant evergreen trees.
Ilex aquifolium
Common Holly
Native, common. Mainly as woodland
understorey in the wild, but also as hedgerow
tree. Also gardens, parks, hedges, ornamental
landscapes of all sorts. Numerous variegated
ornamental forms.

Ilex × altaclarensis
Highclere Holly
Very frequent in gardens, parks, cemeteries
and so forth. Almost as frequent as common
holly in urban districts. Numerous popular
ornamental forms.
Ilex pernyi
Perny’s Holly
Rare in gardens.
Ilex cornuta
Rare, Beverley – perhaps a hybrid.
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Ilex × koheana
Very infrequent in form ‘Chestnut Leaf’.

CAPRIFOLIACEAE
SAMBUCUS (ELDERS)
Sambucus nigra
Elder
Native, common especially calcareous soils,
hedges, woods, scrub, gardens, waste ground.
Regarded as a weed in many situations,
profusely regenerating from bird sown seed.
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Several ornamental forms. Cut leaved
‘Laciniata’, and variegated forms are rather
infrequent. Purple forms are more frequent
including ‘Black Beauty’ and now very
frequent cut leaved purple ‘Black Lace’.
Robust golden form ‘Aurea’ (considered a
variety of ssp. canadensis) fairly frequent.
Sambucus racemosa
Red Berried Elder
Quite frequent in cut leaved golden form
‘Plumosa Aurea’, rather less so in green form.
LONICERA (HONEYSUCKLES)
Lonicera maakii
Amur Honeysuckle
Generally rare, usually considered a shrub but
occasional as a small tree.

GRISELINIACEAE
GRISELINIA
New Zealand evergreens.
Griselinia littoralis
Evergreen, usually a shrub but reaching small
tree size in vc61. Particularly frequent near the
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coast. Gardens, parks and ornamental
landscaping.

PITTOSPORACEAE

Aralia elata
Japanese Angelica Tree
Infrequent in parks and gardens, a few dual
carriageway sites in Hull. Often spreads by
suckers.

PITTOSPORUM
Tender New Zealand trees. Other than the
following, Pittosporum species known in vc61
are only small shrubs.
Pittosporum tenuifolium
Fairly frequent in gardens often as variegated
or other forms. The type species sometimes
reaches small tree size in vc61 but generally
only shrubby. Can be damaged or killed in
severe winters.

ARALIACEAE
ARALIA
Unusual, distinctive small trees. Only one
species is widely grown. Others probably
absent in vc61.

ASPARAGACEAE
CORDYLINE
Monocot palm-like trees.
Cordyline australis
Cabbage Palm
Frequent in gardens and parks, forming
branching trunk after a number of years. Most
are destroyed by severe winters in vc61,
except in very sheltered conditions, though
they usually regenerate from base. Mature
plants flower regularly. Purple and variegated
forms occur, though are less hardy.

ARECACEAE
TRACHYCARPUS (HARDY PALMS)
As well as the following, other Trachycarpus
species exist but are thus far rare or unknown
in vc61.
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Trachycarpus fortunei
Windmill Palm
Increasingly frequent in gardens since vogue
for ‘Mediterranean’ gardens. A few bigger
older specimens pre date this fashion.
Trachycarpus wagnerianus
Infrequent but increasing. Mostly small.
Regarded as a form of T. fortunei by some
authorities and there may be intermediates.
CHAMAEROPS
Chamaerops humilis
European Dwarf Palm
Becoming increasingly frequent in 'exotic'
planting. Mostly small but seems generally
hardy.
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Pterocarya............................................................. 34
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S
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vestita ...............................................................26
vilmorinii ...........................................................25
Styphnolobium ......................................................21
japonicum .........................................................21
Styrax ....................................................................47
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Syringa ...................................................................49
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americana ......................................................... 46
cordata ............................................................. 45
platyphyllos ...................................................... 45
tomentosa ........................................................ 46
Toona .................................................................... 19
sinensis ............................................................. 19
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× hollandica ‘Vegeta’ ........................................ 29
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laevis ................................................................ 30
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Zelkova ................................................................. 30
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Ulmus .................................................................... 28
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× hollandica ‘Hollandica’ .................................. 29

V
Vitex ..................................................................... 50
agnus-castus .................................................... 50

X
Xanthocyparis ....................................................... 11
nootkatensis..................................................... 12

Z
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Green ................................................................50
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Maritime ........................................................... 15
Monterey .......................................................... 15
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Scots ................................................................. 14
Stone ................................................................ 15
Western Yellow ................................................ 15
Weymouth ........................................................ 15
Plane
London.............................................................. 19
Oriental............................................................. 19
Plum ...................................................................... 23
Myrobalan ........................................................ 23
Poplar
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Grey .................................................................. 39
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Noble ................................................................ 39
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Simon’s ............................................................. 39
White ................................................................ 39
Pride-of-India ........................................................ 41
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Common ........................................................... 49
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Redwood
Coast Californian .............................................. 11
Dawn ................................................................ 10
Giant Californian............................................... 11
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Japanese ........................................................... 25
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Ladder .............................................................. 25
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Vilmorins .......................................................... 25
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Sassafras ............................................................... 17
Service-tree
Bastard ............................................................. 26
Fontainbleau .................................................... 25
True .................................................................. 25
Shiptonthorpe ...................................................... 29
Skipsea ........................... 6, 14, 15, 30, 33, 36, 43, 48
Sledmere ........................................................ 13, 22
Snakebark
Red Budded ...................................................... 45
Snowbell Tree ....................................................... 47
South Cave...................................................... 31, 42
South Dalton....................................... 14, 15, 16, 44
Spaldington .......................................................... 29
Spindle
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Springhead ........................................................... 11
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Brewers’s ......................................................... 14
Colorado........................................................... 14
Morinda ........................................................... 14
Norway ............................................................. 14
Oriental ............................................................ 14
Serbian ............................................................. 14
Sitka.................................................................. 14
Tiger Tail ........................................................... 14
White ............................................................... 14
Spurn .................................................................... 28
Stillingfleet...................................................... 39, 40
Strawberry Tree .................................................... 47
Sumach
Stag’s Horn ....................................................... 41
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Swanland ...............................................................37
Sycamore...............................................................43
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Tamarac.................................................................14
Thorn
Broad Leaved Cockspur ....................................27
Hybrid Cockspur................................................27
Medlar ..............................................................27
Scarlet ...............................................................27
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Thuja
Korean...............................................................11
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Warter............................................................... 5, 13
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Hall ............................................................. 11, 14
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